Dynamic Flare
Load Analysis

Discover how Inprocess’ wide
experience in dynamic flare analysis
can help you to avoid acquiring
unnecessary new materials
and equipment in flare systems
revalidation projects, without ever
compromising safety

Hydrocarbon
Processing
Industries
Challenge
Plant expansion projects, unit revamps
or debottlenecking studies may lead to a
re-evaluation of the capacity of an asset
existing flare system. Usually, after a reevaluation study, an increase in flare load
is determined. If the capacity of the asset
flare system is close to its limit, the only
solution is a capital project to increase the
original capacity. Nevertheless, is there any
possibility of reducing CAPEX by using a
more accurate way of estimating the flare
system behaviour?

Save from $1 to $3
MM CAPEX in valves and
piping when accurately
determining flare loads and
their occurrence over time.

Solution
It is a well-known fact that most existing
flare systems were originally designed taking
into account over-conservative assumptions
which led to overly-sized relief and flare
system designs. API 521 norm recommends
Dynamic Simulation as a valid alternative
method for calculating transient pressure
increases and determining relief loads in
a more accurate way during unexpected
contingencies during plant operation.
Inprocess has an excellent track record of
experience in applying dynamic simulation
to the analysis of flare networks, optimizing
project costs and schedules

Benefits
· Reduce CAPEX requirements in flare
system revamps, expansion and
debottlenecking projects.
· Minimize off-production time due to
flare system adequation
· Increase intrinsic unit safety
· Acquire know-how from Inprocess’
project team (more than 30
successful flare projects)
· Standardize to API norms while
saving time and capital

The Challenge in context
There are various situations in which
it is necessary to re-evaluate the
capacity of a site’s existing flare
system: for instance, when relief
valves that currently blow to air need
to be connected to the flare, or when
a new plant (or unit) is connected to
the existing flare header or when an
increase in throughput or a revamp
of an existing plant might increase
the flare load through higher hold-up
or higher heat load.

In general, re-evaluation follows a
potential increase in flare load which
requires adding new relief valves and
modifying relief equipment, which
could be costly and not easily to be
implemented.
An effective alternative is available
before an increase in the site’s
flare capacity is considered.
This alternative exists because
most flare systems are designed

based on overly-conservative
assumptions and steady-state
calculations used to determine
the flare load from the process
units. Therefore, these flare
systems might show additional
capacity when analyzed with
a more adequate method that
considers the dynamic effects of
any release to the flare system.
This alternative method is dynamic
process simulation, which has

also been recommended by
the API guidelines which state
that conventional methods
for calculating relief loads are
generally conservative and can
lead to overly-sized relief and flare
system designs, and suggests to
conducting dynamic simulation
as an alternative method to
better define the relief load and to
improve the understanding of what
happens during relief.

Why Dynamic Simulation is better at determining
the relief load?
When applying dynamic simulation, it
is possible to create a detailed model
of the process unit and of the dynamic
phenomena that occur during the relief
event. Therefore, it is possible to develop
a realistic understanding of the overall
relief behavior of the process unit.
Dynamic simulation provides a rigorous
method for calculating the relief load as it
takes into account the thermodynamics
of the system during each step of the
scenario (thus, complex phenomena
that have a significant effect on the
results, such as evaporation of lighter
components, are considered), the actual
volumes, holdups and geometry of
the involved equipment in the release,
and the time-dependent effects of
the main contributors to the pressure
increase, such as valve closing times,
control system action and limited steam
availability different peaks.
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Why should we expect less flare load if applying
Dynamic Simulation in order to determine it?
Pressure Relief Valve hysteresis

PSV begins to open once the unit reaches the Set Pressure of the valve and it keeps opening
until reaching the full-open position, and thus, the maximum of the relief load. When what is
contributing to the unit pressurization ceases, the pressure goes down , the PSV closes, and the
relief load stops.

Reduction due to the staggered reliefs

By estimating the flare load entering the flare system as a function of time, it is possible to
predict potential no-simultaneity effects from different flare units. This information could be
used to calculate cumulative flare load curves from different flare units. The application of
simultaneity factors can therefore be omitted.
The figure shows the cumulative flare load curve from three process units. The maximum
value of the cumulative curve is significantly lower than the sum of the maximum flare loads of
each of the processes.

Avoidance of Relief Load Double Dipping

The assumption considered for sizing PSV_B could be inconsistent with assumptions for sizing
PSV_A; i.e. PSV_B relief load is calculated based on a feed to the unit which could not be
reached if PSV_A is relieving.
During the relief disposal analysis, adding both relief loads would be a case of double counting.
Dynamic simulation of all the units as a unique system avoids such double counting.

Why Inprocess?

Dynamic Analysis of Flare systems
should be conducted by a
knowledgeable and competent team
with a strong understanding of the
process, the control systems and the
modelling approaches involved during
relief scenarios. It is recommended
that modelling engineers review the
results with plant operator experts to
ensure the predictions are logical.

Dynamic Models should be built
following available equipment
documentation in detail. Any
assumptions should be properly
explained. Sensitivity analysis could
be carried out in order to assess the
approach followed to perform the
study.

Inprocess has carried out more than
30 dynamic flare analysis projects
around the World, helping operating
companies to take the best decisions
regarding flare investment from both
the safety and economical points of
view.

Inprocess’ relevant publications
in books and journals
Beyond guesswork

Inprocess Technology and Consulting Group; Hydrocarbon Engineering, July 2020
“explores the use of dynamic simulation to find the optimal control parameters for purge gas injection in flares”.

Determination of Dry-Ice Formation during the Depressurization of a CO2 ReInjection System

Inprocess Technology and Consulting Group and Virtual Materials Group Europe; Book Chapter Cutting-Edge
Technology for Carbon Capture, Utilization, and Storage, (135–146) © 2018 Scrivener Publishing LLC
“Several simulation studies have been carried out to determine if in current process conditions the
depressurization of the process sections could lead to the formation of dry ice”.

Taking care of Flare Header Pressure

Inprocess Technology and Consulting Group; 2018. Oilfield Technology,
“discuss the application of dynamic simulation to analyze potential trips of the HIPPS system at the flare
header of a central processing facility during trunkline pigging operations”.

Reviewing the Situation

Inprocess Technology and Consulting Group; Published Hydrocarbon Engineering, October 2016
“Describes the steps that should be taken during a flare network capacity assessment, using both a
conventional aaproach or dynamic simulation”.

Dynamics Break the Bottleneck

Wintershall, Germany;Inprocess Technology and Consulting Group;SoftBits Consultants, UK; Engineering,
September 2011
“Demonstrate the ways in which a dynamic flare system modelling study allows for Safer Blowdown, using a
Winterhsall facility as an example”

Are there alternatives to an expensive overhaul of a bottlenecked flare system?
BP Lingen Refinery & Refining Technology Inprocess Technology and Consulting; Petroleum Technology
Quarterly in Q1 2010
“Changes in regulation or the revamp of an existing plant need not require an upgrade to a refinery’s flare
system configuration. This article gives an overview of the advantages of the Dynamic Simulation approach,
guidance on when and where to apply it, and describes a case study of a study at BP’s Lingen refinery in
Germany”.
		

Inprocess
Inprocess is a leading services
and consulting company that
supports its clients with results
from process simulation in an
effort to help them achieve safer,
more reliable and more profitable
industrial operations. Our services
and products provide guidance to
the design and the operation of
highly complex hydrocarbon and
chemical processing plants where it
is critically important for operations

to reach and remain at optimum
values. Inprocess’ independence
of any specific technology provider
facilitates our ability to exceed
customer expectations as we are
free to combine results from any
piece of software available in the
market. Our added expertise in
software development helps to
fill the functionality gaps when
commercial products do not meet
all our customer’s requirements.

Inprocess’ passion for knowledge
transfer has contributed to the
acquisition of skills by our clients,
delivering high returns in their
investments, in both current and
future projects.
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